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Performance Audit Requirement
Where a transportation excise tax is in effect, Arizona Revised
Statutes §41-1279.03.A.6 requires a performance audit in the 10th
year and in each fifth year thereafter.
The objective of the audit is to assess the efficiency, effectiveness
and performance of the RTA plan, as well as the regional
transportation planning efforts of Pima Association of Governments.
The Auditor General has begun the process of selection of an
Auditor for the RTA’s 15-Year Performance Audit.

Performance Audit Requirement
(cont’d)
The Arizona Auditor General engaged an outside auditor to conduct
the first performance audit of the RTA plan, reviewing the 10-year
period covering fiscal years 2007 through 2016, as well as projects
scheduled for implementation in fiscal years 2017 through 2021.
The 10-Year Audit was presented to PAG/RTA in April 2017.

Major Points in RTA 10-Year Audit:
• RTA plan partners “established a robust framework”
• RTA “generally delivering projects on-budget and on-plan”
• Funds spent in accordance with ARS & RTA provisions
• RTA plan partners have plans to redirect other funds to address
revenue shortfall

• Congestion, mobility and connectivity were not RTA performance
targets; region has mixed results in areas of congestion, safety,
pavement condition, transit performance

RTA Organizational Structure
“We found the RTA plan partners established a robust
framework and oversight structure to help ensure the RTA
plan is implemented as envisioned. This includes guiding
policies and procedures, intergovernmental agreements,
and a collaborative and dedicated tone at the top.”

RTA Performance
“At the halfway mark of the RTA plan, the RTA plan partners are
generally delivering the projects as envisioned within budget and
on-schedule. Slight project delays or cost overages that we
identified seem reasonable and justified. “
“Since fiscal year 2007 when the RTA plan was launched, much has
been accomplished including the addition of approximately 80 new
roadway lane miles, 270 miles of new bike lanes and paths, 159
miles of new sidewalks, 58 new and enhanced pedestrian
crossings, and 109 new bus pullouts, among other improvements.”

Compliance with Spending
Requirements
“Typical project management and construction
practices were employed over the RTA plan projects,
and funds were spent in accordance with applicable
Arizona Revised Statutes, RTA plan provisions, and
RTA policies and procedures.”

RTA to use regional funds to
ensure delivery of RTA projects
“Although sales tax revenues have aligned more closely with
projections in recent years, total sales tax revenues over the life of
the RTA plan will likely be less than the approximately $2 billion
estimated in 2005 and committed to the RTA plan—largely due to
the recession.”
“To cover the funding needs and allow remaining projects to start
and be completed, other state funds, federal monies, and planned
bond issuances are expected to cover the balance remaining.”

RTA Performance Goals
“When the RTA plan was being developed, goals were
established related to areas such as multimodal expansion,
integrated transportation choices, safety, accessibility, and
unobstructed mobility. Each specific ballot project selected
had at least one type of project benefits such as ‘expanding
travel capacity and safety,’ but the goals and benefits were
not quantitatively defined to allow for evaluation against the
goal or target.”

Recommendations to Enhance RTA:
• Internal project delivery performance
measures by lead agencies
• Provide a range of expected revenues
instead of only one scenario
• More frequent system performance
assessment reporting

Recommendations to Enhance RTA:
• Compare data to RMAP targets
• Continue to refine performance-based
planning
• Standardize transit performance reporting
between services
• Develop performance targets for Sun Shuttle
and Sun Shuttle Dial a Ride

RTA Response to Auditor
Recommendations:
The RTA has addressed all recommendations of the audit
team, including review of delivery performance measures
with its lead agencies, development of ranges for revenue
estimates, implemented performance measures and
monitor those measures, and have standardized transit
performance reporting.
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